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Abstract: Existing models for the crystal structure of indium zinc oxide (IZO) and indium iron 

zinc oxide (IFZO) conflict with electron microscopy data. We propose a model based on imaging 

and spectroscopy of IZO and IFZO nanowires and verify it using density functional theory. The 

model features a {12̄1ℓ} “zigzag” layer, which is an inversion domain boundary containing 5-

coordinate indium and/or iron atoms. Higher ℓ values are observed for greater proportion of iron. 

We suggest a mechanism of formation in which the basal inclusion and the zigzag diffuse inward 

together from the surface of the nanowire.  

Keywords: nanowires, EELS, crystal structure, zinc oxide, indium diffusion 

Transparent conducting oxide (TCO) materials have attracted much interest in the electronics 

industry for their importance in touch-sensitive or photo-active devices. In particular, alloys of 

indium and zinc oxide (indium zinc oxide, or IZO) have shown significantly enhanced electron 

conductivity and mobility over zinc oxide.
1–3

 Crystalline IZO has a remarkable structure that has 

generated significant interest in the 25 years since its discovery. Annealing a mixture of the 

precursor oxide powders (ZnO and In2O3) for several days at or above 1100 C produces thin, 
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regularly-spaced layers of dark contrast visible by transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
4 

The known range of materials with this structure has grown to include combinations of other 

trivalent metals, such as In, Fe, Ga, or Al (hereafter referred to as M). To increase the utility of 

IZO and related materials, their structure and formation mechanism must be more thoroughly 

understood.  

Here we present a new model that resolves the structure of IZO and IFZO. This model is 

supported both by high-resolution electron microscopy and DFT calculations. A defining feature 

is the inversion of the metal and oxygen positions across a zigzag region, facilitated by 5-

coordinate indium or iron atoms. These regions of inversion align themselves along a particular 

plane, depending on the local metal composition. This model accounts for our experimental 

observations and resolves the discrepancies between previous models. The present model also 

suggests that the zigzag plays a role in the formation mechanism of IZO and IFZO from the 

native oxides.  

Previously, Cannard and Tilley observed that the IZO structure was composed of thick regions 

of ZnO separated by very thin In-rich layers parallel to the (0002) basal plane.
4
 Kimizuka et al. 

later showed that similar layers form when equal amounts of In2O3 and Fe2O3 were annealed 

with ZnO to form InFeO3(ZnO)n.
5
 The structure of the basal inclusions was identified as a single 

atomic layer of edge-sharing MO6 octahedra with an overall formula of MO2
-
, separated from the 

other octahedral layers by n+1 units of ZnO.
5,6

 Each oxygen atom in these octahedra is 

tetrahedrally coordinated by three M
3+

 and one Zn
2+

; thus, the basal inclusions act as inversion 

domain boundaries (IDB) by flipping the orientation of the ZnO4 tetrahedra in the adjacent 

wurtzite region. This structure has recently been confirmed by aberration-corrected TEM.
7,8

  

Given the constraints on the observed structure, there must be a second IDB in the ZnO to 

restore the orientation of the tetrahedra between two basal inclusions.
7–9

 Additionally, because 

the charge balance of the crystal is disturbed by the MO2
-
 composition of the basal layer, there 

must be extra M
3+

 ion substitutions to balance the overall charge. Further complexity is 

presented by the balance between the two alloying metals in indium iron zinc oxide (IFZO). 

There are a number of competing structural models that attempt to identify the second IDB, as 

well as the location of the additional M
3+

, none of which can account for all the experimental 

observations. 

Prior TEM studies of IZO and IFZO revealed a modulated “zigzag” layer in the ZnO slab.
10,11

 

Li et al. suggested that the center of mass in the wurtzite tetrahedra gradually shifts, yielding a 

trigonal bipyramidal layer in the center of the slab Figure 1a.
12

 Here, zigzag contrast is 

supposedly caused by substitution of M
3+

 for Zn
2+

, which form {12̄12} planes that are sharply 

visible along the [10 ̄10] zone axis. (In this work, we will use the 4 index notation of wurtzite to 

describe crystal directions, because these are perpendicular to the crystal planes of the same 

index.) Hörlin et al. claimed that the zigzag for IFZO is a {12̄14} plane, based on its incident 

angle with the basal plane by TEM. They also found that the indium resides predominantly in the 

basal inclusions, while iron is located mainly in the wurtzite slabs.
11

  

More recently, drawing on DFT calculations, Yan et al.
13

 and Da Silva et al.
14

 suggested that 

the IZO zigzags are composed of trigonal bipyramidal indium atoms that serve as the second 

IDB (Figure 1b). The indium layer is placed on the {10 ̄11} plane, where it would be sharply 

visible along [112̄0], contrary to experimental reports.
7–12

 Recent calculations using density 

functional theory (DFT) concluded that the model of Yan et al. has a similar formation energy to 

that of Li et al.
15
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Figure 1. Zigzags in the model proposed by Li et al. are shown (a) along the [10 ̄10] zone axis, 

with oxygen (yellow), zinc (gray), and indium (blue) atoms. The Yan et al. model (b) is viewed 

along the [112̄0] zone axis. Our proposed structure (c) is more favorable than any alternative 

model tested. Selected oxygen atoms have been hidden for clarity. 

Results and Discussion  
The nanowire growth direction is the c-axis of wurtzite; therefore, nanowires dispersed on 

TEM grids were all close to either the [112̄0] or the [10 ̄10] zone axis, the latter of which is 

distinguishable by its rectangular pattern of metal atoms. Because the [10 ̄10] zone axis is 30° 

around the c-axis from the nearest member of the [11 ̄20] family, it is rare to find a nanowire that 

allows access to both zone axes within the limited range of the double tilt stage (≤20° for both α 

and β). The nanowire segment shown in Figure 2 allowed such a rotation, and thus we could 

observe the same feature from two directions. This segment contains a pair of edge dislocations 

that point along the [10 ̄10] direction, as evidenced by the extra half-plane of Zn atoms at the 

termination of each basal inclusion. Figure 2a shows zigzag contrast both above and below basal 

inclusions, where none is visible in Figure 2b on the [112̄0] zone axis. Further observations of 

defects from two zone axes can be found in the Supporting Information.  

 
Figure 2. Two basal inclusions meet in the body of an IFZO nanowire, as imaged along the (a) 

[112̄0] and (b) [10 ̄10] zone axes (scale bar is 2 nm). Another nanowire segment of IFZO was 

imaged simultaneously along [10 ̄10] using (c) bright field and (d) high-angle annular dark field 

detection (scale bar is 8 nm). 

IFZO nanowires were imaged simultaneously by bright field and dark field STEM (Figure 2), 

and contrary to the model of Li et al., the images demonstrate that the second IDB lies along the 

zigzag itself. The contrast in both images overlaps perfectly, where the dark contrast in bright 

field shows that the zigzags are regions of strain (as expected for an IDB) while the bright 

contrast in dark field proves that these same areas are also indium rich. The dual nature of the 
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zigzag as an IDB and site of indium substitution is also shown by DFT calculations of 

In2O3(ZnO)3. For simplicity, we depict the zigzag as a well-defined atomic plane, thus enabling 

relative comparisons of different single-plane structures (see Supporting Information for further 

discussion of this approximation). Using the starting geometry of a c-plane IDB in the center of 

the slab, as in the model of Li et al., the relaxed atomic positions place the IDB along the zigzag 

itself, by making the indium atoms 5-fold coordinated (Figure 1c). The most stable structure of 

the type we propose has a total energy per formula unit that is 18 meV lower than that proposed 

by Yan et al. and Da Silva et al. 

Observation of partially-formed IZO wires made from nanoparticle coatings rather than metal 

films provides further evidence that the zigzag is an IDB. These nanowires were only converted 

from ZnO locally where nanoparticles attached to the wire surface (Figure 3). Along the length 

of the nanowire, each basal inclusion is paired with a zigzag. Based on this pairing, we deduce 

that the zigzag is the second IDB and is required for the IZO structure to penetrate the native 

ZnO. 

  
Figure 3. Low magnification TEM of an IZO nanowire formed from attached In2O3 

nanoparticles shows basal/zigzag inclusion pairs as triangles on the nanowire surface. Scale bar 

is 100 nm. The cartoon inset depicts conversion of a ZnO nanowire to IZO, beginning from a 

dislocation formed at the surface (marked by an x). Assuming a plentiful source of In2O3, a pair 

of inclusions (black lines) will grow as the dislocation travels into the body of the nanowire. 

These inclusions encompass a region of ZnO that has been inverted (shown in dark gray) 

compared to the original wurtzite orientation of the nanowire.  

To assign crystallographic notation to a zigzag plane, we note that it must contain the [10 ̄10] 

vector, so it can be written as {1 ̄21ℓ}, where 1/ℓ is the fractional intersection of the plane with 

the c axis. The angle formed between (0002) and (1 ̄21ℓ) is:        [(  ⁄ )  (  ⁄ )]. Using the 

c/a ratio of 1.6 for ZnO, the expected angles for a given ℓ value are listed in Table I. The 

measured zigzag angles for IZO are in the range of 49-59°, so we assign them ℓ=2-3.  

We find that the zigzag angle depends on the metal composition. A range of 31-48° is 

observed for samples that contained various proportions of indium and iron, yielding ℓ values of 

3-5 for IFZO. DFT total energy calculations of In2O3(ZnO)3 and InFeO3(ZnO)3 confirm this 

trend (Table 1). In IZO, the most stable computed structure corresponds to ℓ=3 (Figure 1c). 
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Calculations of IFZO systems are limited in size to ℓ≤4, due to the added computational expense 

of spin polarization. Three different values of the effective Hubbard term Ueff were applied (3, 4, 

and 6 eV) with no qualitative change in the results. For all zigzag angles, antiferromagnetic 

ordering of Fe spins was more stable than ferromagnetic ordering (not shown), in agreement with 

past literature.
11

 We find that in IFZO, the most stable zigzag angle corresponds to ℓ≥4 and is 

shallower than that of IZO, in agreement with experiment.  
 

ℓ θ In2O3(ZnO)3 InFeO3(ZnO)3 (U=4) 

2 58.0° 38 meV 202 meV 

3 46.8° 0 meV 31 meV 

4 38.7° 18 meV 0 meV 

5 32.6° 54 meV — 

6 28.1° 83 meV — 

 

Table 1. Calculated energy per formula unit of two crystal compositions over a range of zigzag 

angles (θ), relative to the most stable zigzag angle for a given composition. 

EELS data on IFZO further illustrate the dependence of the zigzag angle on the metal 

composition. Local quantities of iron and indium oxide on the nanowire surface determine the 

availability of each metal to diffuse and the resulting composition of the inclusions in IFZO, as 

expressed by the chemical formula In2-xFexO3(ZnO)n. To identify the relative proportion of In 

and Fe within either the basal or zigzag layers, EELS line scans were performed across both 

types of inclusions. Signal from the In M4,5 edge was integrated from 481-525 eV, and the Fe L2,3 

edge was integrated from 708-743 eV. In Figure 4a, a line scan shows a small Fe concentration 

across an entire region of IFZO, while the In peak has a sharp increase at the basal inclusion and 

a small rise at the zigzag. This indicates that the x value for this nanowire segment is low (<1), 

and indium is the majority M
3+

 ion.  
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Figure 4. EELS line scans were performed across two areas of an IFZO nanowire, and the 

integrated peaks of In (solid line) and Fe (dashed line) are plotted in the inset. The zigzag in (a) 

has a higher incident angle on the basal plane, and shows In in both inclusions and no peak for 

Fe, while the zigzag in (c) has a lower incident angle and a higher ratio of Fe:In. Scale bar is 5 

nm. 

Analysis of another nanowire segment (Figure 4b) shows that the Fe peaks across both types of 

inclusions are equally strong in this case, and there is no In peak observed in the zigzag. This 

segment of IFZO therefore has a higher x value than the one shown in Figure 4a, and the angle of 

this inclusion pair is also noticeably lower (32° vs. 44°). The distribution of indium and iron 

between the zigzag and the basal inclusion is likely determined by the stability of the respective 

ions in those coordination environments. The In
3+

 ion is larger than Fe
3+

 (0.80 Å for 6-coordinate 

In
3+

 vs. 0.65 for high spin Fe
3+

).
16

 This contributes to the stability of indium in the octahedral 

site, making the zigzag the preferred site for iron when both species are present. 

Taken in total, our data suggest a mechanism for conversion of ZnO to IZO, depicted in Figure 

3. During formation of an IZO nanowire, basal inclusion layers move from the surface toward 

the center as indium diffuses into the ZnO lattice at high temperatures. Because the basal 

inclusion is an IDB, it must be accompanied by a second IDB during this movement, i.e. the 

zigzag layer. The IDB requires a transition from tetrahedra through trigonal bipyramids, so there 

must be a plane of metal atoms with coordination number greater than 4. Indium atoms tend to 

occupy these sites rather than zinc, because of the +3 charge and the longer In-O bond. The 

identity of the substituted plane is {1 ̄21ℓ}, where ℓ depends on the metal composition, rather 

than {10 ̄11} as in the model of Yan et al. 

IZO formation is likely initiated by the creation of a misfit dislocation at the interface between 

ZnO and the indium/iron oxide coating. For the dislocation to move into the nanowire body, it 

must undergo positive dislocation climb, which occurs by vacancy annihilation.
17

 Because 

indium diffuses into zinc oxide by a vacancy-mediated mechanism,
18

 the concentration of zinc 

vacancies is higher in the nanowire core; therefore, the chemical potential of vacancies in the 

core of the nanowire is higher than that in the region of the inclusions. This encourages diffusion 

of vacancies toward the dislocation, facilitating its climb. 
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Meanwhile, the zigzag follows the edge dislocation into the center of the nanowire, and the 

M
3+

 cations diffuse to stabilize the zigzag, due to their larger size and preference for larger 

coordination number compared to Zn
2+

. Our proposed mechanism assumes that there is a 

plentiful supply of M
3+

 in the crystal, as well as Zn vacancies in the ZnO lattice. This assumption 

is valid for IZO at high temperatures, due to the high diffusion constants of both species in 

ZnO.
18–20

 Iron diffusion in ZnO is less well-studied, but is at least somewhat significant at high 

temperature, as evidenced by iron zinc oxide (FZO) formation.
21

 

Conclusion 

Experimental observations by several groups over two decades are unified under our model of 

zigzags as {1 ̄21ℓ} IDBs, based on STEM and EELS analysis of nanowires synthesized by solid 

state diffusion between ZnO and iron and/or indium oxide coatings. DFT calculations on this 

structure in IFZO and IZO yield a lower energy than other proposed structures. The zigzag 

consists of a region of inverting oxygen and zinc layers, around trigonal bipyramidal 

substitutions of In
3+

 and/or Fe
3+

 in the Zn sites. Zigzags are mobile as basal inclusions and 

zigzags progress into the nanowire as a pair. This development will enable further optimization 

and design of these complex oxides. 

The validity of our structural model was demonstrated for IZO and IFZO. Further study would 

entail similarly in-depth imaging and analysis on different alloys in the same crystal family, 

including quaternary combinations that contain iron, indium and gallium. Though we have 

described the basal inclusions and the zigzags as planes, the above study does not address the 

question of their 2D shape (e.g. rectangular, circular, etc.). Additional structural data could be 

collected by x-ray absorption spectroscopy, to get a detailed picture of the coordination 

environment for the various metal sites. Nanowires offer a facile route to TEM sample 

preparation, but the synthesis of highly uniform samples is limited by the stability of nanoscale 

morphology; different synthetic techniques could be explored to optimize the phase purity. 

Methods 

Nanowire synthesis: Vertical arrays of ZnO nanowires were grown by a VLS method
22

 and 

then converted to IFZO by previously published methods.
23

 Briefly, a ZnO nanowire array was 

coated with indium and iron by physical deposition methods, including thermal evaporation, and 

sputtering. No significant difference was observed between samples made by different 

techniques of metal deposition. Both metal coatings were approximately 10 nm thick as 

measured by quartz crystal monitor. The array was then exposed to oxygen plasma and annealed 

for 30 minutes at 900 C in an oxygen atmosphere. Due to the inhomogeneity of the metal 

deposition, the distributions of indium and iron across the nanowire surface were not equivalent. 

Each segment along the length of an IFZO nanowire was expected to have a different ratio of 

indium to iron.  

In order to observe the mechanism of metal diffusion in detail, sparse metal coatings were 

desired. Indium oxide nanoparticles were synthesized from In(acac)3 in oleylamine, following 

the procedure of Seo et al.,
24

 and attached to the ZnO nanowire surface by soaking the array in a 

dilute solution of particles dispersed in hexanes. The array was then partially converted to IZO at 

the points of nanoparticle attachment by annealing in oxygen for 30 minutes at 900 C. A 

schematic of both synthetic routes is shown in Figure S3. 

Characterization: Arrays of IZO and IFZO nanowires were dispersed on holey carbon 

support films for electron microscopy. High resolution, aberration-corrected TEM was done on 

the TEAM 0.5 microscope at the National Center for Electron Microscopy at Lawrence Berkeley 

National Laboratory (Berkeley, CA). High angle annular dark field (HAADF) scanning 
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transmission electron microscopy (STEM) images and electron energy loss (EELS) data were 

collected at 300 kV. 

Calculations: Density functional theory (DFT) within the generalized gradient approximation 

(PBE)
25

 was used to optimize atomic positions and compute total energies of several IZO and 

IFZO systems. For all calculations, we used the VASP package
26

 and projector augmented-wave 

potentials.
27

 Electrons taken to be valence were In 5s
2
4d

10
5p

1
, Fe 3p

6
4s

2
3d

6
, Zn 4s

2
3d

10
, and O 

2s
2
2p

4
. A plane-wave cutoff of 500 eV was used throughout. In systems with iron, Fe 3d states 

were treated with an effective Hubbard term Ueff = U – J = 3, 4 or 6 eV.
28,29

 Due to the rapid 

increase in computational expense with unit cell size, calculations were limited to In2O3(ZnO)3 

and InFeO3(ZnO)3. The structure in Figure 1c (110 atoms) is treated with a 5x2x2 k-point mesh, 

with k-points for other unit cells scaled accordingly.  
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